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problem and a systematic examination of the various ways in which the 
concept of the dual economy has been perceived by different writers in order 

to assess for ourselves the approaches to the problem of economic development 

in underdeveloped countries. In that sense, this essay is only a sort of first 

step preparatory to tacklirlg the larger tasks with which social scientists are 

burdened today, namely the consideration of the theoretical framework of 
the modernization of underdeveloped societies, including such aspects as eco-

nomic deyel,opment ~nd political systems, industrialization and social and 

cultural chang~, This step is meaningful because, in my view, the crux of 

the problem of the development of uhderdeveloped countries must be con-
sidered, not only in the context of the transition from the traditional to the 

modern, industrialized society; a context commonly posed, in ~erms of " pre-

modern versus modern," but in the related context of system-transformation 

and/or system-irevolution in colonially underdeveloped countries which is com-

, monly conteived of in terms of " revolution versus counterrevolution." 

*¥ I. THE PERCEPTION OF THE PROBLEM OF A DUAL ECONOMY 
What is iTnportant in the first place in examining the various ways in 

which the prQblehl of a dua~: economy llas been approached is, needless to 

say, to see from IA'hat point of vie~Ar the student perceives his object of study, 

that is ~he dual economy. This perception determihes the student's approach 
to his object of stl4dy, ~lj~. criteria for and tools of analysis and therefore his 

theoretipal framework. , ,Sti~ice it to sa~ that in this sense, the problem of 

perception is most important, and this writer does not intend here to enlarge 

further on the problem of the relationships between the object of study and 

the method of. study whiq~ ~s fundamer~tal to the methodology of social science. 

Now, we are dealing here with the question of a dual ~conomy in what 
this writer terms. " countries undeirdeveloped due to cqlonialis~n,"2 almost all 
of which IATere onc~ coldnies or dependencies and now called "uhderdeveloped 

countries," "developing countries" or "newly emerging nations." This historical 

fact more often than not slips from the ~tudent's mind and , is not given 
consideration by him. 

Secondj what is important is not only the recognition of the fact that 

these un~erdeveloped couirtries are former colonies but to what extent the 
student recognizes and evaluates as the inevitable heritage of colonialism the 

'dual econ6nty' vthich resulted from this historical fact and how he tries to 

relate this recognjtiori and evaluation to his perception.8 Strch evaluation 

must encompass ~lot merely the 'dual economy' in the field of economics but 

also the problem of ' dua~islh ' in the sense that the ' dtial econbmy ' also 

2 Y. Itagaki, Ajia no min~;ohu-shugi to keizai hatten (Nationalism and Economic Develop-

ment in As'ia), Tokyo, Toyokeizai-shimp6sha, 1962, pp. 191-193. 

8 Y. Itagaki, (' Tonan Ajia no nashonarizumu to keizai hatten-shokuminchi-shugi no 

isan o ikani hyoka subekika " (Nationalism and Economic Developmeht in Southeast 
Asia-How to Evaluate the Heritage of Colonialism). Ajia kei~ai. 111-5 (May 1962), 2-11. 
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permeates the fields of politics, society, and culture (the value system). This 

is the very reason why the problem of the dual economy is taken up as a 
problem peculiar to underdeveloped countries and suggests the di~iculty of' 

taking a simple approach to the problem. The problem of the dual economy 
is on the one hand the problem of economic developinent of underdeveloped 
countries, while" on the other the implication is that ~his is>the geheral problem 

of mcdernization including economic development , an:d as such is related to 

the problem of the development of the society as a whdle. , . , To place the 

problem of the dual economy in such increased dir~ensions is likely, to dom-

plicate the consideration of the problem in a methodological s6nse. 

In the third place, the problem of the dual economy involves questions 

which are related not only to the pattern of economic development ,in the 
past in colonially underdeveloped countries but also to ,the pattern=0f devolop-

ment policy at present and for, the future. Therefore, to find a m6aningful 

pattern in dual economies means to find the kind tif pattern which is at the 

same time historical, theoretical and policy-oriented,;: in= ,other words the kind 

of pattern whereby historical, , theoretical and, ,policy-oriented recoghition is 

integrated. Here again, we come across a problem dif~:cult to solve method-

' ologically We point out the concepts of " type ' system " and " stage "4 
which are most important from the, viewpoint of history, theory, and policy. 

The question is how it is possible to coherently grasp the distinction and 
interrelationship among ~hese three basic concepts- ' From the standpoint of 

existential ontology, this problem would be that of recognizing integrally the 

' Zeitlic~k-eit=qeschichtlichkeit ' which is three-dimepsional, invqlving the past 

(history), the present (theory) and the future (~olicy).5 It w6uld be possible 

to understand the system (' Wirkungs~fusammenhang'). in terms of, a type ' Gestalt-

zusam,nenhang ') and as well as in terms of a stage (' Gestaltungs~usammenhang '). 

But how is it possible to harmonize the concept of a ' type ' which is static-

multidimen:sional and the concept of a 'stage' =which is dynamic-unidirectional 

in one coherent theoretical framework ? It is a challenging methodological 

question I~'hich must confront both those with the apptoach of socio-economics 

and those with the approach of political economies. With such a problem in 

mind, H. Myint emphasized that to distinguish "the different types of under-

developed country at different stages of development"6 is important for the 

theory and policy of development. In his case, however, the ' system ' is a 
given condition arid the relationship between the 'stage' and the 'type' is left 

out of the question ; it is not suggested that there is a difficult methodological 

4 Y. Itagaki, Seiji kei~ai gaku no ho~h~ (The Methodology of Pdlitical Economy), new 

edition, Tokyo, Keis6-shobo, 1963, Part 111. Chapter 2, pp. 453-467 ; dq., " Criticism of 

Rostow's Stage Approach : The Concepts of State, System and Type," The Developing 
Economies. 1-1 (January-June 1963), 8-17. 

5 Y. Itagaki, Seiji keizai gaku no h5ho. Part I, C,hapter I "Seisaku-teki ninshiki no sonzai-

ron-teki kiso" (The Ontological Basis of Policy-oriented Recognition), Sections 6, 7, and 8. 

6 H. Myint, The Economics of the Developing Countries. London, Hutchinson & Co., 1964, 

p. 22. 




























